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Abstract

In this paper we study several instances of the problem of determining the maximum
number of topologically distinct two-dimensional images that three-dimensional scenes
can induce. To bound this number, we investigate arrangements of curves and of surfaces that have a certain sparseness property. Given a collection of n algebraic surface
patches of constant maximum degree in 3-space with the property that any vertical line
stabs at most k of them, we show that the maximum combinatorial complexity of the
entire arrangement that they induce is (n2 k). We extend this result to collections
of hypersurfaces in 4-space and to collections of (d ; 1)-simplices in d-space, for any
xed d. We show that this type of arrangements (sparse arrangements) is relevant to
the study of the maximum number of topologically di erent views of a polyhedral terrain. Given
p a polyhedral terrain with n edges and vertices, we derive an upper bound
c log n
5
O(n  2
) on the maximum number of views of the terrain from in nity, where c is
some positive constant. Moreover, we show that this bound is almost tight in the worst
case, by introducing a lower bound construction inducing (n5(n)) distinct views. We
also analyze the case of perspective views, point to the potential role of sparse arrangements in obtaining a sharp bound for this case, and present a lower bound construction
inducing (n8 (n)) distinct views.
For the number of views of a collection of k convex polyhedra with a total of n faces,
we show a bound of O(n4k2 ) for views from in nity and O(n6 k3) for perspective views.
We also present lower bound constructions for such scenes, with (n4 + n2 k4) distinct
views from in nity and (n6 + n3 k6) views when the viewpoint can be anywhere in
3-space.

1 Introduction
In this paper we study several instances of the so-called aspect graph problem, which has
recently attracted much attention, especially in computer vision. Aspect graphs are often
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studied in the context of three-dimensional scene analysis and object recognition. The
complexity of an aspect graph is determined by the number of topologically dierent views
of a scene. To bound this number, we investigate arrangements of curves and of surfaces
that have a certain sparseness property.

1.1 Background

At a high level, the aspect-graph1 problem can be formulated as follows: Given a threedimensional scene consisting of one or more three-dimensional objects, how many qualitatively dierent (see below for a precise de nition) two-dimensional images can the scene induce and how e ciently can one compute and represent a partitioning of the viewing space,
i.e., the space of possible placements of the viewpoint, into maximal connected portions
having the same view each. A concrete instance of the problem is speci ed by determining
(i) the type of objects in the scene (ii) the viewing space and (iii) what makes a pair of
images of the scene (qualitatively) dierent. Koenderink and van Doorn are credited for
introducing this concept 15], 16]. Since then, aspect graphs have attracted a lot of interest,
mainly in the computer vision community, e.g., 5], 6], 14], 17], 24], 25]. We also mention
the works of Plantinga and Dyer 19] and of Gigus et al. 11] that have a computational
geometry avor.
Here we give the basic terminology needed in the sequel. For a broader introduction and
a survey of recent research on aspect graphs see, e.g., 4], from which we borrow most of
the subsequent terminology. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to polyhedral scenes, where
every face of an object is at and any induced image of an object is a straight line drawing.
We also assume that the objects in the scene are opaque. We will consider two types of
viewing spaces. One type is the collection of views from in nity which can be modeled by
the sphere of directions. Conceptually, we place a large sphere centered at the origin around
our scene, and each point on the surface of the sphere represents the direction of view from
that point towards the origin. For every direction, the view of the scene is the result of
an orthographic (parallel) projection of the visible portions of the objects in the scene in a
direction opposite to the viewing direction onto a plane which is far from the scene and is
orthogonal to the viewing direction. The second and more general viewing space is where
we allow the viewing point to be anywhere in the 3D space of the scene, and a view from
a point p is the perspective projection of the scene as seen from p. The perspective view
of a scene from a point p can be illustrated by considering an in nitesimally small sphere
centered at p, onto which the scene is projected.
A xed orthographic view of the scene can be regarded as a straight-edge planar subdivision consisting of faces, edges and vertices. As the viewing direction changes continuously,
the view (i.e., the induced planar subdivision) changes continuously until we reach a critical direction at which the subdivision undergoes a topological or combinatorial change:
vertices, edges or faces newly appear or disappear. (In compliance with other work in the
area, we will use topological to refer to these type of changes.) The loci of critical directions
1

The term aspect graph is synonymous with characteristic views, viewing data and other similar terms.
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lie on curves on the sphere of directions that we will refer to as critical curves. Similarly,
a xed perspective view of the scene can be regarded as a subdivision of a sphere consisting of faces, circular-arc-edges and vertices. We consider two views to be the same if the
topological structure of their respective subdivisions is the same 20].
We wish to partition the viewing space into maximal connected regions such that inside
one region all the views are the same. For views from in nity, we aim to partition the
sphere of directions into maximal faces having the same view topologically (these will be
referred to as general viewpoints 4]), separated by critical curves, which represent accidental
viewpoints. (See Section 3 for a detailed discussion of these curves and the partitioning they
induce.) For perspective views we aim to partition the entire space of the scene into maximal
connected 3D regions having the same view and separated by critical surfaces.
The term aspect graph originates from a certain representation of the viewing space as
a discrete graph where each node of the graph represents a maximal connected component
of the space having the same aspect (or view). Plantinga and Dyer 19] have shown that
the maximum number of views of a convex polyhedron with n vertices is (n2 ) for views
from in nity and (n3 ) for perspective views. Later, it has been shown that for a general
polyhedron, or more generally, for a collection of n non-intersecting triangles in space, the
maximum number of views can be as high as (n6 ) for orthographic views and (n9 ) for
perspective views 20]. Snoeyink 23] has shown that even if we restrict the objects to be
axis-parallel polyhedra, the bound for orthographic views remains (n6 ).

1.2 Summary of Results

In this paper we study the following instances of the aspect-graph problem, where better
bounds can be shown: (i) The case where the scene consists of a polyhedral terrain with
a total of n edges and (ii) the case where the scene consists of k convex polyhedra with
a total of n edges. A polyhedral terrain is the graph of a piecewise-linear (polyhedral)
continuous function z = F (x y ) de ned over the entire xy -plane. Cole and Sharir 9]
have studied a variety of visibility problems for polyhedral terrains, and showed that the
maximum number of distinct views when the viewpoint moves along a xed vertical line is
considerably smaller than the number of distinct views when the viewpoint moves along a
line in any other direction.
To bound the overall number of views of a polyhedral terrain, we need additional machinery and we consider a special type of arrangements. An arrangement of surfaces in
d-space is the partitioning of d-space induced by a collection of surfaces. Arrangements
play a central role in computational geometry, and the analysis of many geometric algorithms relies on the complexity of an arrangement or of portions of an arrangement (see,
e.g., 10], 12]). The complexity of an arrangement of surfaces in 3-space, for example, is
the overall number of faces of dimensions 0 1 2 and 3 in the partitioning of space induced
by these surfaces. We obtain the following result which we believe to be of independent
interest (Proposition 2.3):
Given a collection of n surface patches in three-dimensional space all algebraic
3

of constant maximum degree and bounded by a small number (bounded by a
constant) of algebraic arcs of constant maximum degree, with the additional
property that every vertical line stabs at most k of the surface patches, k > 1,
the arrangement induced by these surface patches has complexity (n2 k).
This generalizes and improves a result by Sharir 22], who gives an O(n2 k(n=k)) bound for
the case of triangles2. We generalize the result even further to collections of hypersurfaces in
4-space and collections of (d ; 1)-simplices in d-space with a low `vertical stabbing number'.
Using an analogous result in thep plane we show that the maximum number of views of a
terrain with n vertices is O(n5  2c log n ) for views from in nity, for some positive constant
c. Furthermore, we show that this bound is almost tight in the worst case by presenting
a polyhedral terrain with n edges that induces (n5(n)) distinct orthographic views. We
then turn to analyze the case of perspective views and point to a potential use of the result
for sparse arrangement of surfaces in 3-space, to obtain a sharp bound for this case. More
precisely, we show that the bound on the number of perspective views of a terrain with n
vertices is O(( (n))2n4 (n)) where  (n) is the maximum complexity of a certain family of
segments de ned relative to a terrain (see Section 3.2 for more details), and where 4(n) is
a near-linear function related to Davenport-Schinzel sequences, 4(n) = (n2(n) ) 2]. We
then present a lower bound (n8 (n)) for this quantity. We also investigate arrangements
of k convex polyhedra having a total of n faces|where any line stabs at most 2k faces|and
we obtain an improved and tight bound (nk2 ) on the maximum complexity of such an
arrangement.
Finally, we study another instance of the aspect-graph problem where the scene consists
of k opaque convex polyhedra having a total of n faces. In this case we show that the
number of curves (or alternatively surfaces) determining the partitioning of the view space
is only O(n2k) (instead of (n3 ) in the general case) and we obtain a bound O(n4 k2 ) on the
maximum number of views from in nity and O(n6k3 ) for perspective views. For this type
of scenes, we present constructions that induce (n4 + n2 k4 ) distinct views from in nity
and (n6 + n3 k6 ) views when the viewpoint can be anywhere in space.
Two papers related to the study in this paper have recently been published. One paper,
by Halperin and Sharir 13] uses part of the analysis given in Subsection 3.1 below in
combination with new results to demonstrate the applicability of the main results of 13].
In this sense, Theorem 3.2 below is a joint result of both studies. In another paper, Agarwal
and Sharir 1] devise an alternative technique to bound the number of views of a polyhedral
terrain. For orthographic views, their technique produces an upper bound that is inferior
to the bound given below. For perspective views they obtain a bound O(n8+" ) which is
almost tight in the worst case (as our lower bound construction in Subsection 3.2 shows),
and is the best known (see also Remark 3.5 below).
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we derive a collection of combinatorial
results concerning sparse arrangements in two-, three- and higher dimensions. We then
Here and throughout the paper, (n) is the extremely slowly growing functional inverse of Ackermann's
function.
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apply some of these results, in Section 3, to obtain bounds on the maximum number of
views of polyhedral terrains. In Section 4 we consider arrangements of convex polyhedra.
In Section 5 we bound the maximum number of views of collections of convex polyhedra.
Some concluding remarks and open problems are presented in Section 6.

2 Arrangements of Surfaces with Low Vertical Stabbing Number
This section deals with arrangements of surfaces where any vertical line intersects only a
bounded size subset of the surfaces. In Subsection 2.1 we obtain several combinatorial
results for the two- and three-dimensional cases that we will be using in the next section.
In Subsection 2.2, we extend these results to arrangements of hypersurfaces in 4-space and
to arrangements of (d ; 1)-simplices in d-space, for any xed d.

2.1 Combinatorial Analysis

We start with the easier case of arrangements of curves in the plane and then proceed to
handle arrangements of surfaces in 3-space.
Consider an arrangement of n simple curves in the plane, where a pair of curves intersect
at most s times for some constant s. The maximum complexity of the entire arrangement
in such a case is clearly (n2 ). We are interested in arrangements of curves that have the
additional property that every vertical line intersects the curves in a total of at most k
points.3 The following result has been previously obtained by several authors (we are aware
of a simple and tight bound by Pach, and an almost tight bound by Sharir|both can be
found in 22]). We present another simple proof that gives a tight bound. Later we will use
a generalization of it for the three-dimensional case.

Lemma 2.1 Given a collection of n Jordan arcs in the plane, where every pair intersect at

most a constant number of times and any vertical line stabs the arcs in a total of at most k
points, then the maximum complexity, B (n k), of the partitioning of the plane induced by
these curves is (nk).
Proof. Partition the plane into n=k vertical slabs such that each slab contains at most

2k endpoints of the curves. Inside each slab we have at most 2k curves: We consider
the intersection of a curve with the vertical boundary of the slab as an endpoint we thus
have at most 4k potential endpoints at our disposal|2k inside the slab and 2k on its
boundaries, therefore we can \pay" for at most 2k curves. Hence, there are at most O(k2 )
intersection points inside each slab. The total number of intersection points is therefore
n=k  O(k2) = O(nk). A bound on the maximum number of intersection points obviously
serves as an (asymptotic) upper bound on the complexity of the arrangement.
Since for the two-dimensional case we do not require the curves to be algebraic of constant maximum
degree, the actual number of intersection points with the curves counts.
3
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The lower bound follows from the lower bound in Proposition 2.4 (presented below)
with d = 2.
2
Next, we consider arrangements of algebraic surface patches (2-manifolds with boundary) in three-dimensional space. We assume the surface patches that we deal with to be
algebraic of maximum degree b, where b is a small constant. Also, we assume that the
boundary of each surface patch consists of a small constant number of algebraic curves, all
of maximum degree, say b too. There are a few ways to extend the two-dimensional problem
to the three-dimensional case. A straightforward extension is the following:
Lemma 2.2 Given a collection of n algebraic surface patches of constant maximum degree
in 3-space such that any plane parallel to the yz plane intersects only k of them, then the
maximum complexity, B (n k), of the entire arrangement induced by these surface patches
is (nk2 ).
But for our purposes (as will be discussed in the next section) we need a dierent
extension whose proof requires the use of a more powerful divide-and-conquer technique.
Proposition 2.3 Given a collection of n algebraic surface patches of constant maximum
degree in three-dimensional space such that any vertical line stabs at most k of them, k > 1,
then the maximum complexity, D(n k), of the arrangement induced by these surface patches
is (n2 k).
Proof. First we decompose each surface patch into a constant number of surface patches,
with the property that any vertical line intersects any patch in at most one point. We
denote the resulting collection of surface patches by S . Then we project the boundaries
of the patches onto the xy -plane. This gives a set C of O(n) algebraic curves of constant
maximum degree (where the constant may be higher than the constant bounding the degree
of the original surfaces).
Next, we use random sampling (see 8]) to control the divide-and-conquer process. We
choose a random subset of curves R  C of size r  n, where each r-element is chosen with
equal probability, and consider the arrangement A(R), which admits a vertical decomposition into m = O(r2) faces f1  f2  : : : fm . Let ni be the number of curves in C crossing
the face fi . From the analysisPof Clarkson and Shor 8], it follows that for any xed integer
  0, P
the expected value of mi=1 ni is O(r2(n=r) ). We choose a sample R of size r  n for
which mi=1 n3i = O(n3 =r). Consider one face fj in the decomposition of the arrangement
A(R) and let S1 be the subset of surfaces of S whose projection onto the xy-plane fully
contains the face fj . Let S2 be the subset of surfaces of S for which the projection of their
1D boundary crosses fj .
By the assumption of low vertical stabbing number, we know that jS1j < O(k). By
de nition jS2j = nj . Therefore, the complexity of the arrangement above the face fj is
O((k + nj )3). Hence
m
X
D(n k) = O( (k + ni )3) :
0

i=1
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Choosing r = d nk e leads to the desired bound
D(n k) = O(n2 k):
That the bound is tight follows from the lower bound in Proposition 2.4 with d = 3. 2
Obviously, if k = 1, then the surfaces are pairwise disjoint and therefore the complexity
of the entire arrangement is (n). See also Remark 2.5 below.

2.2 Extension to Higher Dimensions

The proof of the previous results relies on \good" partitioning schemes in (d ; 1)-dimensional
space. Such partitionings are available for arrangements of simplices in any xed dimension
and for arrangements of low-degree algebraic surfaces in 3-space.
Proposition 2.4 Given a collection of n (d ; 1)-simplices in E d for a xed d, such that
any vertical line (i.e., a line parallel to the Xd axis) stabs at most k of them, then the
arrangement induced by these simplices has maximum complexity O(nd 1 k). Furthermore,
this bound is tight for k > d ; 2.
Proof. Project the simplices onto the hyperplane Xd = 0 and construct a (1=r)-cutting4
of size O(rd 1 ) for the hyperplanes supporting the boundaries of the projections of the
simplices (see 18]). Taking r = d nk e we can bound the complexity Dd(n k) of the entire
arrangement as follows:
Dd (n k) = O(rd 1 (k + n=r)d) = O(nd 1 k):
For the lower bound, construct a \grid" made of n (d ; 2)-simplices on the hyperplane
Xd = 0 that has complexity (nd 1). Extend each (d ; 2)-simplex in the Xd direction into
a \long" (d ; 1)-simplex. Finally, cut the resulting (d ; 1)-simplices by additional k ; d + 1
(d ; 1)-simplices, all parallel to the hyperplane Xd = 0. See Figure 1 for an illustration of
the construction in 3-space. (In the gure we use, for convenience, rectangles rather than
triangles, but these can easily be replaced by triangles without aecting the lower bound.) 2
;

;

;

;

;

Remark 2.5 The reason why the above lower bound holds only for k > d ; 2 is that the
grid of the construction has edges each of which is the intersection of d ; 1 (d ; 1)-simplices.
Consequently, the grid itself requires that the vertical stabbing number be at least d ; 1.
Proposition 2.6 Given a collection of n algebraic hypersurfaces of constant maximum
degree in four-dimensional space such that any vertical line (i.e., a line parallel to the X4
axis) stabs at most k of them, the arrangement induced by these surfaces has complexity
O(n3k ( nk )), where () is an extremely slowly growing function.5 Moreover, for k > 2, the

4
Given a set S of n (d ; 1)-simplices in E d , a (1=r)-cutting for S is a collection  of (possibly unbounded)
closed d-simplices which together cover E d and such that the interior of each simplex in  is intersected by
at most nr (d ; 1)-simplices of S . For more details, see,
e.g., 18].
5
The function  (n) is de ned in 7]:  (n) = 2(n)c , where c is a constant depending on the degree of the
surfaces that are the projection of the original hypersurfaces onto the hyperplane X4 = 0.
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Figure 1: A three-dimensional arrangement with (n2 k) complexity
complexity can be as large as (n3 k).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.3, and it uses random sampling

and the strati cation scheme of Chazelle et al. 7]. The lower bound follows from the lower
bound of Proposition 2.4 for the case d = 4.
2

3 The Number of Views of Polyhedral Terrains
In this section, we show how sparse arrangements are relevant to the analysis of the number
of views of polyhedral terrains. We obtain an upper bound on the maximum number of
views of polyhedral terrains when viewed from in nity, and we show that this bound is
almost tight in the worst case, by introducing a lower bound construction that almost
achieves the upper bound. We also analyze the case of perspective views, and point to a
potential role of sparse arrangements in obtaining a good bound for this case. Finally, we
present a lower bound construction for perspective views.
A polyhedral terrain is the graph of a piecewise-linear (polyhedral) continuous function
z = F (x y ) de ned over the entire xy-plane. We assume that the graph has n edges. Since
the projection of the terrain onto the xy -plane is a planar map, the number of vertices and
faces of the polyhedral terrain is O(n). Cole and Sharir 9] study a variety of visibility
problems for polyhedral terrains. In particular, they consider the number of views of a
terrain when the viewpoint is restricted to move along a given vertical line. We will be
using their result, which we now state (in a slightly modi ed manner):
Theorem 3.1 (Cole and Sharir 9]) The maximum number of di erent views of a polyhedral
terrain with n edges when the viewpoint moves along a given vertical line is O(n4(n)), that
is O(n2 2(n)).
We extend this result to a larger view space|the space of views from in nity. In the
8

following subsection we handle the views from in nity and in Subsection 3.2 we discuss
perspective views.

3.1 Views from Innity

To bound the number of views from in nity we partition the sphere of directions into maximal connected components such that the view from any two points inside one component
is topologically the same. Our goal is to obtain a bound on the maximum number of these
components. The partitioning is induced by curves of three types (see 11] for a detailed
study of these curves):
I. A curve de ned by the plane through a face of the terrain|this curve is a great circle
on the sphere of directions which is the intersection with the plane through the center
of the sphere of directions that is parallel to the face.
II. A curve de ned by a vertex-edge pair of the terrain. It is also a great circle on the
sphere of directions resulting from intersecting the sphere of directions with a plane
through the center that is parallel to the plane that passes through the vertex and
the edge.
III. A curve describing the union of directions of lines that pass through the same three
edges of the terrain. More speci cally, for a xed triple of edges of the terrain, consider
the collection of lines that pass through these three edges. Translate all lines in this
collection to contain the origin, and let be the surface that is the union of the
translated lines. The curve of type III is the intersection of with the sphere of
directions.
By de nition, there are O(n) curves of the rst type, O(n2) curves of the second type
and O(n3) curves of the third type. These are all algebraic curves of low degree 11]. An
immediate, naive bound on the number of dierent views is O(n6) which is the maximum
number of faces in a partitioning of a plane (or a sphere) by O(n3) curves, each pair of
which does not intersect more than some constant number of times. But for a polyhedral
terrain, we can obtain an improved bound.
For our purposes we need a more re ned analysis of the curves of type III. In order to
be able to use Theorem 3.1 in our case, we need to distinguish between visible and invisible
portions of curves of type III. We substitute each curve = (e1 e2 e3) of type III de ned by
the edges e1  e2 e3 of the terrain, by its maximal visible portions a point on is said to be
visible if the corresponding line that touches the three edges e1 , e2 , e3 either lies over the
terrain or else penetrates the terrain only at points that lie further away from its contacts
with the edges e1 , e2 , e3 . In other words, for a point p on a curve to be visible, we require
the existence of a ray whose direction is opposite to the viewing direction represented by p,
that touches e1 , e2 , and e3 but otherwise lies fully above the terrain. As is easily veri ed,
each visible portion of is delimited either at an original endpoint of or at a point whose
corresponding ray touches the terrain at four edges before penetrating the terrain.
9

It has been recently shownp 13] that for a terrain with n edges, the overall number of
such rays is at most O(n3  2c log n ), for some absolute positive constant c. In summary,
the maximum
plog n number of maximal visible portions of critical curves of the third type is
c
3
O(n  2
). (Indeed, part of the analysis in this subsection is used by Halperin and
Sharir 13] to demonstrate the applicability of the main results in 13].) We are now ready
to prove the following:

Theorem 3.2 The maximum number of topologically distinct views of a polyhedral terrain
with a total of n edges, when viewed from innity, is
p
p
O(n44(n)  2c log n ) = O(n5  2c0 log n ) 

for a positive constant c (c slightly larger than c).
0

0

Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that the terrain has a minimum z -value

z = z0 . We x the center of the sphere of directions to lie on the plane z = z0 and so we
are only interested in the upper hemisphere. It is not di cult to see that in terms of views
from in nity, Theorem 3.1 can be rephrased to give the bound O(n4(n)) on the maximum
number of views when letting the viewpoint move along a xed meridian on the sphere of
directions. (Here, by a meridian, we refer to the portion of a great circle through the poles
that lies between the equator and the \north" pole.) Thisp implies that as we move the
viewpoint along the meridian, although there are O(n3  2c log n ) curves on the sphere, it
does not cross more than O(n4(n)) curves on its way. The adaptation of Lemma 2.1 from
the planar case to our case is immediate, and thereforepwe may now employ Lemma 2.1
where the total number of curves in this case is O(n3  2c log n ) and the \vertical" stabbing
number is O(n4(n)), and the bound follows.
2
We now turn to discuss a lower bound for the number of orthographic views of a terrain.
Our approach to designing lower bound constructions for the number of views consists of
building a separate construction for every degree of freedom of the viewpoint such that when
xing one degree of freedom, all the views for the other degree(s) of freedom are attainable.
Thus, the number of views of the whole construction is the product of the number of views
for each degree of freedom. (This approach will be further exempli ed in Section 5.)
Theorem 3.3 There exists a polyhedral terrain with n edges for which the number of distinct orthographic views is (n5 (n)).
Proof. For views from in nity, we may regard our viewpoint as moving on the sphere of
directions, that is, it has two degrees of freedom. Therefore, our construction consists of two
sub-constructions. Since our construction will use viewpoints belonging to only a certain
portion of the sphere of directions, we may think of our viewpoint being located at a certain
area far away from the scene, and therefore we can employ terms like nearer to or further
away from the viewpoint.
10
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Figure 2: Construction A induces (n2 (n)) dierent views when the viewpoint moves
along a meridian

Construction A for views that change when the viewpoint moves along a meridian on

the sphere of directions, we adapt from 9] (see Figure 2): We take n segments whose upper
envelope complexity is (n(n)) (as in 26]). These segments are put on parallel vertical
planes and a thin wedge is drawn downwards from each of them. Further away from the
viewpoint we construct a \hill" consisting of parallel horizontal slabs (i.e., the edges of the
hill are parallel to the xy -plane). The upper envelope of the thin wedges is constructed such
that when moving the viewpoint along a meridian, each view where a vertex of the upper
envelope coincides with an edge of the hill happens at a distinct point along the meridian.
This can be achieved for example, by taking all the breakpoints of the upper envelope to
lie very close to one horizontal line, so that when moving up along a meridian the last time
a vertex of the upper envelope coincides with an edge e of the hill is before the rst time a
vertex of the upper envelope coincides with the edge lying immediately below e on the hill.
Thus, while moving along a meridian, we get (n2(n)) dierent views.

Construction B is for views that change when the viewpoint moves along a parallel of
latitude (the intersection of a plane parallel to z = 0 with the sphere of directions) of the

sphere. This construction is an adaptation of a part of a construction by Canny (reported
in 20]) for the lower bound for the number of views of arbitrary polyhedra. Far from the
viewpoint we construct a hill similar to the hill in the construction above. See Figure 3. In
front of the hill, nearer to our viewpoint, we construct a collection of n pyramids in a row
which we denote by S . So far we have created a slanted grid|for a xed view, a vertex of
the grid is created by the intersection (of the projection) of a visible edge of a pyramid and
an edge of the hill. Finally, farther from the grid and nearer to the viewpoint we construct a
collection of n almost at prisms which we denote by S . When viewed from our viewpoint,
the prisms of S resemble wide rectangles, and every edge of a prism that extends from the
horizontal plane upwards is very steep, almost vertical. The distance between the adjacent
0

0
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S

S

0

Figure 3: Construction B induces (n3) dierent views when the viewpoint moves along a
parallel of latitude
quasi-vertical edges of two neighboring prisms is chosen to be very small. The distances
are chosen such that when we move the viewpoint on a parallel of latitude, we see all the
intersection points of the grid through one interval between a pair of prisms of S , before
we see any other intersection point of the grid through another interval between another
pair of prisms of S . See Figure 4. Consider one such interval between a pair of prisms
of S . The edges that de ne this viewing \crack" are almost vertical, whereas the edges
of the pyramids have a smaller slope. As we move the viewpoint on a parallel of latitude,
each vertex of the grid will coincide with the, say, left edge of the interval at a dierent
viewpoint, inducing (n2) dierent views for one interval. Since there are (n) distinct
intervals between adjacent prisms, we get (n3 ) distinct views when moving on a parallel
of latitude.
We next interpret the two constructions in terms of critical curves on the sphere of
directions. Construction A induces (n2 (n)) views when the viewpoint moves along a
meridian. More precisely, it is placed such that these changes will be similar for a family
of meridians, namely, there is a region of the sphere of directions where construction A
induces a set of (n2(n)) critical curves which are roughly parallel to the equator (or to
any parallel of latitude). Similarly, construction B induces a set of (n3 ) critical curves that
are roughly parallel to a meridian. The two constructions are juxtaposed such that these
two sets of curves create a grid on the sphere of directions. Inside each two-dimensional
face of the grid we get a distinct view. Figure 5 shows the nal construction.
0

0

0
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v
P

0

P

Figure 4: A view where three edges are coincident at the point v : an edge of the hill, an
edge of a pyramid P in S and an almost vertical edge of a prism P in S
0

0

Figure 5: The overall construction inducing (n5(n)) distinct orthographic views
How do we get the eect of roughly parallel critical curves in each of the constructions?
Consider rst construction A and speci cally consider a vertex u in the upper envelope in
the view presented in Figure 2. The vertex u is the meeting point of the projection of two
edges e1 and e2 of the terrain. Because we are dealing with polyhedral terrains, these two
edges cannot coincide, but we can make them arbitrarily close to one another. Thus, if we
look at the critical curve of type III induced by e1 , e2 and an edge of the hill behind them,
we get a curve that locally resembles an arc of a parallel of latitude (as if the simultaneous
view of e1 and e2 is actually a view of a vertex of the terrain).
Similarly, in construction B, we can make the pyramids in S arbitrarily close to the hill
behind them, so that when we take an edge e1 of the hill, an edge e2 of a pyramid in S ,
and a quasi-vertical edge of a prism in S , the resulting critical curve of type III resembles a
portion of a meridian (as if the simultaneous view of e1 and e2 is actually a view of a vertex
of the terrain).
If we choose the proportions of the two constructions carefully|in particular we make
the hill in construction A su ciently long and the pyramids and prisms in construction B
su ciently high|then we get the desired grid eect on the sphere of directions. Therefore, in total the number of views of a polyhedral terrain when viewed from in nity can be
(n5 (n)) in the worst case.
2
0
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A small gap still remains between the upper bound shown in Theorem 3.2 and the lower
bound shown in Theorem 3.3.

3.2 Perspective Views

For perspective views the viewpoint may be anywhere in 3-space. Surfaces similar to the
surfaces that we have previously used to de ne curves on the viewing sphere now serve to
partition 3-space into maximal connected (three-dimensional) cells where the perspective
view does not change topologically. More precisely, we use the following surfaces: planes
that contain faces of the terrain (type I), planes that pass through a vertex and an edge of
the terrain (type II), and surfaces each of which is the union of lines that touch three xed
edges of the terrain simultaneously (type III). In this case we are unable to obtain a sharp
bound as we have obtained for views from in nity. However, we point to the potential use
of sparse arrangements here, and present a lower bound for perspective views. We also
mention a recent result 1] where an upper bound for this case has been obtained using a
dierent approach see Remark 3.5 below.
By arguments similar to those we used above for views from in nity, there are O(n3 )
\critical" surfaces that subdivide the viewing space. Here also, we need a more re ned
analysis of the critical surfaces of type III (de ned by triples of edges). For a xed triple of
edges, we replace the surface = (e1  e2 e3) by a collection of visible surface patches. A
point in (e1  e2 e3) is said to be visible if there is a segment pq lying above the terrain which
touches (e1  e2 e3) and such that the viewpoint p does not lie on any of the three edges. A
surface will be divided into patches, exactly where a corresponding line segment touches
four edges of the terrain but does not penetrate the terrain on both sides. More precisely,
this will occur when a line segment touches four edges of the terrain, one of its endpoints
may lie on one of the edges, but the other endpoint should not lie on the terrain. This latter
endpoint represents the viewpoint and hence it is not allowed to lie on the terrain.
The extra bounding curves that divide an original critical surface into patches, are all
straight line segments, rays or lines. It is easily veri ed that we can subdivide the collection
of visible portions of any such surface (e1  e2 e3) into a number of surface patches that
is proportional to the number of extra bounding curves (by a standard two-dimensional
vertical decomposition, for example). Hence, it is desirable to have a bound on the maximum
number of extra bounding curves, which is bounded, in turn, by the maximum overall
number of maximal segments that touch the terrain in four edges, lie above the terrain,
and only one of the endpoints is allowed to lie on one of the four edges (for the reason we
mention above, namely, one of the endpoints of each segment represents the viewpoint, and
therefore we do not allow it to lie on a terrain edge). We denote the maximum complexity
of this family of segments for any terrain with n edges, by  (n).

Lemma 3.4 The maximum number of combinatorially distinct perspective views of a poly-

hedral terrain with a total of n edges is O(( (n))2n4 (n)).
Proof. We have a collection of  (n) critical surface patches each with a small number

(bounded by some constant) of bounding curves, which partition the viewing space into
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non-critical regions. Theorem 3.1 implies that when we let the viewpoint move along a
xed vertical line, it does not cross more than O(n4(n)) of these surfaces. This is an upper
bound on the vertical stabbing number of the arrangement of O( (n)) surfaces. Plugging
these quantities into Proposition 2.3 we get the asserted bound.
2
The trivial upper bound on  (n) is O(n4 ), as it is well-known that a segment cannot
touch four edges of a terrain in more than two placements (assuming general position).
However, for our purposes the goal is to show that  (n) is roughly cubic, then the resulting
bound on the number of perspective views will be roughly O(n8 ), the same order of magnitude as the lower bound that we present below. We remark that a lower bound of (n3 )
for  (n) is easy to establish.

Remark 3.5 (1) Recently, Agarwal and Sharir 1] have shown an upper bound O(n8+") for

any " > 0, on the maximum number of perspective views of a terrain with n edges, using
lower envelopes of hypersurfaces in 6-dimensional space. They have also applied the same
approach to obtain a bound O(n5+" ) for the case of orthographic views. Thus our analysis
of the orthographic case yields an improved bound.
(2) The result of 1] for perspective views almost settles the problem (see our lower bound
construction below). However, if a sharp bound is obtained for  (n), it might result in an
improved bound for this case as well.
We conclude this section with a lower bound construction for the perspective case.

Lemma 3.6 The maximum number of topologically distinct perspective views of a polyhedral terrain with a total of n edges can be as large as (n8 (n)).

Proof. The lower bound construction is similar to the construction of the previous subsec-

tion, and similar in spirit to the construction for perspective views of arbitrary polyhedra
in 20]. We start with the same construction as for orthographic views, and for the extra
degree of freedom that we now have, for moving the viewpoint closer to farther away from
the scene, we use a displaced duplicate of construction B of the previous subsection, with
(n3 ) changes in view as the viewpoint moves forwards or backwards.
Interpreted in terms of critical surfaces, the construction of the previous subsection induces two sets of surface patches: the surface patches of construction A are roughly parallel
to the xy -plane, while the surface patches of construction B are roughly orthogonal to the
rst set, and are oriented say parallel to the xz -plane. (Recall that each surface induced
by either construction is the collection of directions where three edges are coincident in the
view, and two of the edges are arbitrarily close together. Thus, the resulting surface patches
are almost at.) We add the extra copy of construction B rotated 90 from the original
construction, such that the critical surface patches induced by it will be roughly orthogonal
to each of the other two sets, namely, they will be roughly parallel to the yz -plane. This
results in a scene with (n8 (n)) dierent views.
2
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4 Arrangements of Convex Polyhedra
We next study arrangements de ned by a collection of convex polyhedra in 3-space. These
arrangements have the special property that a line in any direction stabs only a subset
of the faces. Note that we consider the interior of each polyhedron as a portion of the
arrangement. We prove the following theorem6

Theorem 4.1 The maximum complexity of an arrangement induced by k convex polyhedra
with a total of n vertices is (nk2 ).

Proof. For the upper bound, note that the set S of k convex polyhedra has stabbing number

2k in any direction. Consider a segment f \ g for f g faces of polyhedra in S . Then, either
an edge ef of f intersects g , or an edge eg of g intersects f . By the stabbing property, each
edge intersects at most 2k faces and hence there are at most 2nk segments f \ g , over all
faces f g of all the polyhedra in S . Using the stabbing property once more, we see that
each segment f \ g is intersected by at most 2k faces, and the upper bound follows.
To see that this bound is tight in the worst case, assume k  n=3 and take a convex
polygon P1 with n=k vertices7 lying in the yz -plane. (If k > n=3 it is trivial to construct an
arrangement with (nk2 ) = (n3) vertices.) Denote the number of vertices of Px by jPxj.
Duplicate P1 k=2 ; 1 times to obtain polygons P2  : : : Pk=2 and rotate Pi slightly relative to
PiP1 (see Figure 6). This results in a planar arrangement (in the yz plane) with complexity
1
i=j (jPi j + jPj j) = (nk). Next, extend this arrangement in the x direction, and slice the
2
resulting arrangement of cylinders with additional k=2 triangles, all parallel to the yz plane
to get a subdivision of space with complexity (nk2 ). The overall number of polyhedron
vertices in the construction is n=2 + 3k=2  n.
2
;

6

5 The Number of Views of Convex Polyhedra
In this section we study the number of views of a three-dimensional scene consisting of k nonintersecting opaque convex polyhedra having a total of n vertices. Again we consider two
types of viewpoint space: The space related to orthographic views (from in nity) and the
space related to perspective views. In 19] it was shown that for one convex polyhedron these
bounds are (n2 ) and (n3 ) respectively. We rst derive upper bounds on the maximum
number of views of k convex polyhedra and then present lower bound constructions.
In Subsection 3.1 we have considered three dierent types of curves (corresponding to
accidental viewpoints) that appear on the sphere of directions in the case of a polyhedral
terrain. The same types of curves may occur in the case of convex polyhedra. As before, the
curves of type III dominate the complexity of the arrangement, so we restrict our attention
Independently, Aronov et al. 3] have obtained a similar result, generalized to arrangements of polytopes
in d-dimensional space for a xed d.
7
In this proof m1 =m2 should be interpreted as the integer bm1 =m2 c.
6
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Figure 6: An arrangement of k convex polyhedra having (nk2) complexity
to them. Recall that a curve of type III represents a collection of viewing directions for
which the views of a xed triple of edges of the polyhedra meet at one point.
Let ei  ej and el be such a triple of edges. Assume for simplicity that each edge belongs
to a distinct polyhedron Pi  Pj and Pl respectively. Each point on the curve represents a
line L in the viewing direction that touches the three edges simultaneously. It is easy to
verify that each such a line L is tangent to at least two of the polyhedra Pi  Pj  Pl. In other
words, it may cross the interior of at most one of these polyhedra, as the polyhedra are
opaque. Suppose that this is indeed the case and it crosses through Pl . Then, necessarily,
the contact between L and Pl lies farther from the viewpoint than the contacts with Pi or
Pj .
Next, we x el and bound the possible number of curves of the third type, induced by
el and pairs of edges|one edge of the polyhedron Pi and one of Pj . Denote the number of
vertices of Px by jPx j.

Lemma 5.1 The maximum number of pairs of edges, one from Pi and one from Pj , such
that together with el they dene a critical curve on the sphere of directions and such that el
lies farthest from the viewpoint is O(jPi j + jPj j).
Proof. Suppose rst that there is a plane #l that contains el such that both Pi and Pj lie

on one side of #l . Take a plane # parallel to #l , far away from the scene and such that
el is farther from # than Pi or Pj . Let q = q (0) be an endpoint of el and draw on # the
intersection of all the lines through q (0) that are tangent to Pi . The resulting curve on
# is evidently the boundary of a convex polygon, which we denote by Qi = Qi (0). The
polygon Qi (0) has at most O(jPi j) edges. As we let q (t) move along el towards the other
endpoint q (1), Qi will change continuously. Still, it will always remain a convex polygon.
Furthermore, it will change its (combinatorial) structure only when the line through q (t)
coincides with a plane of a facet of Pi . Thus it will not have new edges appearing (or else
17

have edges disappearing) more than jPi j times. The same arguments hold for Pj and its
corresponding \shadow" Qj on #.
An intersection point of an edge of Qi (t) and an edge of Qj (t) along some interval
0  t < t < t  1 represents a curve of the third type on the sphere of directions. How
many pairs of edges, one from each polygon, intersect on the boundary of the union of
the two polygons? At t = 0 there are at most (jQi(0)j + jQj (0)j) = O(jPi j + jPj j) such
intersection. As t increases, every new pair of edges that intersect must be the result of
a critical event that either makes the vertex of one polygon meet the edge of another, or
that an edge of a polyhedron inducing a shadow edge is substituted by another edge of the
same polyhedron. The rst kind of critical event corresponds to the plane through a vertex
of one polyhedron and the edge of the other polyhedron crossing el . For a xed vertex of
one polyhedron there are at most two edges of the other polyhedron that can participate in
such an event, because we take the line through the vertex v and as we move it in contact
with el it may be tangent to the other polyhedron, not containing v , at most twice. The
second kind of critical event occurs when the line through q (t) coincides with a plane of a
facet of either polyhedron. This kind as well may incur at most two new intersections with
the shadow of the other polyhedron. Therefore only O(jPi j + jPj j) critical events occur as
Qi (t) and Qj (t) move. And thus the overall number of potential curves involving el  Pi and
Pj is at most O(jPij + jPj j).
To relax the assumption that there is a plane #l such that both polyhedra Pi  Pj lie on
one side of it we do the following: We arbitrarily choose a plane #l containing el and cut
each polyhedron that intersects #l by the plane #l into two. We repeat the analysis above
for either side of #l and the polyhedra portions on that side. The only dierence between
the new situation and the previous one is that one or both of the corresponding Qi and Qj
are now unbounded, but the entire analysis holds verbatim.
As to the assumption that the three edges ei  ej and el belong to three distinct polyhedra, one can easily verify that if the three edges belong to only one polyhedron or to
two polyhedra, then the maximum overall number of critical curves that they can induce is
asymptotically smaller than in the case where they belong to three distinct polyhedra. 2
0

00

Now we can state

Theorem 5.2 The maximum number of topologically distinct views of a scene consisting of

k convex non-intersecting polyhedra with a total of n vertices, when viewed from innity, is
O(n4 k2). The number of distinct views of such a scene where the viewpoint can be anywhere
in space is O(n6k3 ).
Proof. Let E (k n) be the maximum number of curves of the third type that may appear on
the sphere of directions in the current setting. Lemma 5.1 implies that for every edge el of a
polyhedron Pl the number of critical curves of type III that it may induce due to interaction
with a xed pair of two additional polyhedra Pi and Pj is O(jPij + jPj j). Summing over all
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Figure 7: A construction giving (n2 + nk2 ) dierent views when the viewpoint moves along
a meridian
edges el we get

E (k n) 

X jP j  O(jP j + jP j)  2 Xk Xk Xk O(jP j  jP j) = O(n2k):
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The two bounds of the theorem immediately follow.

Finally, we exhibit lower bound constructions for the number of views of convex polyhedra.
Theorem 5.3 A scene consisting of k convex polyhedra with a total of n vertices may
induce (n4 + n2 k4 ) distinct views from innity and (n6 + n3 k6) views when the viewpoint
can be anywhere in space.

Proof. Following the idea presented in Section 3 we rst present a construction for one degree

of freedom of the viewpoint that gives (n2 +nk2 ) dierent views when moving the viewpoint
along a meridian on the sphere of directions. This construction is a superpositioning of two
simpler constructions. The rst consists of a \hill" with n horizontal edges in front of which
there is a very small convex polygon with n edges. As we move the viewpoint up all the
vertices of the polygon meet one edge of the hill in the view before they meet another edge
(see Figure 7, on the left-hand side of the hill).
For the second construction we place a small slanted grid of roughly k=2  k=2 segments
such that an edge of the hill meets all intersection points of the grid before another edge of
the hill does so as the viewpoint moves up (see Figure 7, on the right-hand side of the hill).
We position the polygon and the grid such that no two viewing events coincide as we move
the viewpoint up or down.
We duplicate this construction and rotate the duplicate by 90 degrees to obtain a similar eect when moving from left to right. To obtain the bounds for perspective views we
repeat the basic construction once again.
2
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6 Conclusion
In this paper we have shown an almost-tight combinatorial bound on the maximum number
of topologically dierent orthographic views of polyhedral terrains. The bound is an order
of magnitude lower than the corresponding bound for general polyhedra. We also analyzed
the case of perspective views, and reduced this problem to the problem of bounding the
complexity of a certain collection of segments de ned relative to a terrain. We obtained
these results by investigating arrangements of objects (curves or surfaces) that have the
special property that every vertical line stabs only a small number of the objects. We
believe that our results for this type of arrangements are of independent interest. We also
presented extensions of these results to higher dimensions. Furthermore, we have presented
bounds on the number of views of a scene consisting of k convex polyhedra with a total of
n vertices.
We suggest the following open problems:
1. Tighten the gap between the lower and upper bounds on the number of views of k
convex polyhedra with n vertices in total. A possible approach to improve the upper
bound would be to obtain a low stabbing number in the spirit of the result by Cole
and Sharir stated as Theorem 3.1 here.
2. What is the complexity of arrangements of surfaces that have a low stabbing number
in more than one direction? For example, it would be interesting to have such a
bound as a function of n kmin and kmax , where kmin and kmax are the minimum and
maximum stabbing number in any direction.
3. What is the maximum complexity  (n) of the special set of segments lying above a
terrain as de ned in Subsection 3.2?
Our paper has concentrated on the combinatorial questions concerning aspect graphs of
certain polyhedral scenes. We have not addressed the related algorithmic issues. E cient
computation of a sparse 2D arrangement is straightforward using plane sweep (see, e.g.,
21]). We believe that computing a sparse 3D arrangement of surfaces in time that is roughly
proportional to the maximum combinatorial complexity of the arrangement is fairly simple,
imitating the proof of Proposition 2.3, although there are several technical details that still
need to be studied. A somewhat more challenging problem is to compute an arrangement
of convex polyhedra e ciently.
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